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0REFACE
$EVELOPING A POSITIVE IDENTITY IS FUNDAMENTAL TO REALISING EVERY CHILDS RIGHTS )T IS AT THE 
HEART OF EARLY CHILDHOOD POLICIES AND PRACTICES AS WELL AS BEING A CORE TOPIC FOR SOCIAL 
RESEARCH 4HIS ISSUE OF %ARLY #HILDHOOD IN &OCUS BUILDS ON THEORY AND EVIDENCE ABOUT 
WHAT MAKES FOR POSITIVE IDENTITY HOW IT CAN BE AFFECTED BY ADVERSITIES SOCIAL EXCLUSION 
AND DISCRIMINATION AND HOW YOUNG CHILDRENS RESILIENCE CAN BE PROMOTED 
4RADITIONALLY IDENTITY FORMATION HAS BEEN PERCEIVED MAINLY AS BEING ABOUT PROCESSES 
OF DEVELOPMENT SOCIALISATION AND ENCULTURATION WITH CHILDREARING EXPERTS OFFERING 
WIDERANGING VIEWS ON HOW THESE CAN BEST BE ACHIEVED /NE PROMINENT VIEW HAS SEEN 
THE YOUNG CHILD AS IMMATURE UNFORMED AND DEPENDENT !CQUIRING IDENTITY HAS BEEN 
UNDERSTOOD AS A GRADUAL PROCESS OF EMBEDDING INTO THE NORMS VALUES AND SOCIAL ROLES OF 
THE PARENTS CULTURE SHAPED BY THE TRAINING OFFERED BY PARENTS AND OTHERS !N ALTERNATIVE 
VIEW HAS SEEN THE CHILDS IDENTITY AS LARGELY PREFORMED AND MATURING THROUGH PLAY AND 
EXPLORATION IN THE PROTECTED SPACES OFFERED BY CARING ADULTS .EITHER OF THESE VIEWS 
ACCORDS WITH CONTEMPORARY THEORIES OF IDENTITY FORMATION WHICH RESPECT CHILDRENS 
UNIQUE IDENTITY AT BIRTH AND THEIR ROLE IN CONSTRUCTING AND RECONSTRUCTING PERSONAL 
MEANING WITHIN CULTURAL CONTEXTS 4HERE IS ALSO INCREASING RECOGNITION THAT CHILDREN AND 
ADULTS	 NEGOTIATE MULTIPLE SHIFTING AND SOMETIMES COMPETING IDENTITIES ESPECIALLY WITHIN 
COMPLEX MULTIETHNIC AND MULTICULTURAL CONTEXTS 
)DENTITY IS MULTIDIMENSIONAL IN OTHER SENSES TOO ! CHILDS NAME AND NATIONALITY ARE 
ESTABLISHED AT BIRTH AS THEIR FORMAL LEGAL IDENTITY WHILE THEIR PERSONAL IDENTITY DEVELOPS 
THROUGHOUT THEIR LIFE COURSE 4HIS IS JUST ONE OF THE COMPLEXITIES TO BE CONSIDERED IN 
SHAPING POLICIES AND PRACTICES !NOTHER COMPLEXITY SURROUNDS THE DElNITION OF @POSITIVE 
IDENTITY WHICH CANNOT BE UNDERSTOOD BY FOCUSING ON THE INDIVIDUAL CHILD IN ISOLATION 
$EVELOPING AND MAINTAINING IDENTITY IS CLOSELY CONNECTED WITH WIDER PROCESSES OF SOCIAL 
INCLUSION OR EXCLUSION 4HIS CONNECTION RUNS BOTH WAYS PROVIDING CHILDREN WITH THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO CONSOLIDATE A SECURE SENSE OF THEIR OWN IDENTITIES AT THE SAME TIME AS 
ENABLING AWARENESS OF DIFFERENCES FROM OTHERS 4HE EXTENT TO WHICH THIS PROCESS HAS 
POSITIVE OUTCOMES DEPENDS A GREAT DEAL ON HOW FAR AND IN WHAT WAYS CHILDRENS SOCIAL 
CONTEXTS WHETHER FAMILIES PRESCHOOLS OR WIDER SOCIETY	 RESPECT DIVERSITY 4HE CARE 
GUIDANCE AND TEACHING OFFERED BY PARENTS PROFESSIONALS AND OTHER ADULTS ARE THE MAJOR 
CONDUIT THROUGH WHICH CHILDREN CAN BE ASSURED POSITIVE IDENTITIES BUT RECOGNISING 
CHILDRENS OWN AGENCY IS ALSO CENTRAL 2ECENT RESEARCH CONlRMS THE POWERFUL ROLE PLAYED 
BY FRIENDS AND PEERS AND OFFERS INSIGHTS INTO THE WAYS THAT THE DEVELOPING OF POSITIVE 
IDENTITY CAN BE AT THE EXPENSE OF OTHER CHILDREN WHICH IS A FURTHER CHALLENGE FOR THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF INCLUSIVE POLICIES AND PRACTICES 
,IZ "ROOKER
-ARTIN 7OODHEAD
%DITORS
4HE 5NITED .ATIONS #ONVENTION ON THE 2IGHTS OF THE #HILD 
	 AFlRMS THAT EVERY CHILD HAS THE RIGHT TO A LEGAL IDENTITY 
4HIS RIGHT IS ACTIVATED AND SAFEGUARDED BY BIRTH REGISTRATION
!LSO FROM BIRTH EVERY CHILD BEGINS THE JOURNEY OF CONSTRUCTING 
A UNIQUE PERSONAL AND SOCIAL IDENTITY WHICH IS CHARACTERISED 
BY A GROWING AWARENESS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF MARKERS SUCH AS 
GENDER ETHNICITY AGE AND STATUS WITHIN THE CHILDS IMMEDIATE 
COMMUNITY
"EFORE THEY BEGIN SCHOOL MANY CHILDREN DEMONSTRATE A CLEAR 
UNDERSTANDING OF THEIR ROLE AND STATUS AT HOME AT PRESCHOOL 
AND IN THEIR NEIGHBOURHOOD AND OF THE IMPACT OF HOW THEY ARE 
TREATED ON THEIR SENSE OF WHO THEY ARE
%ARLY IDENTITIES ARE THEMSELVES COMPLEX AND THEY CONTINUE TO 
CHANGE AND GROW AS CHILDREN EXPERIENCE NEW SETTINGS ACTIVITIES 
RELATIONSHIPS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
)N THE PROCESS CHILDREN MAY FORM BOTH POSITIVE NEGATIVE AND 
AMBIVALENT FEELINGS ABOUT ASPECTS OF THEIR CHANGING IDENTITY
The right to identity and  
the development of identityI.
2! BIRTH CERTIlCATE IS THE MOST VISIBLE EVIDENCE OF RESPECT 
FOR EVERY CHILDS UNIQUE IDENTITY
)DENTITY IS A LEGAL CONCEPT WITHIN THE 5. #ONVENTION ON THE 2IGHTS OF THE #HILD )T IS EVERY 
CHILDS ENTITLEMENT FROM BIRTH 
4HE CHILD SHALL BE REGISTERED IMMEDIATELY AFTER BIRTH AND SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT 
FROM BIRTH TO A NAME THE RIGHT TO ACQUIRE A NATIONALITY AND AS FAR AS POSSIBLE 
THE RIGHT TO KNOW AND BE CARED FOR BY HIS OR HER PARENTS 
5NITED .ATIONS  !RTICLE 	
4HIS MEANS THAT STATES MUST MAKE BIRTH REGISTRATION ACCESSIBLE AND AVAILABLE TO ALL 
CHILDREN INCLUDING ASYLUM SEEKERS REFUGEES AND IMMIGRANTS DOCUMENTED OR OTHERWISE
)F A CHILD IS NOT REGISTERED AT BIRTH AND HAS NO BIRTH RECORD HE OR SHE WILL NOT HAVE A BIRTH 
CERTIlCATE WITH THAT ALLIMPORTANT PROOF OF THEIR NAME AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH THEIR 
PARENTS AND THE STATE
)N  AN ESTIMATED  MILLION BABIES n MORE THAN TWOlFTHS OF THOSE BORN 
n WERE UNREGISTERED 4HESE CHILDREN HAVE NO BIRTH CERTIlCATE THE @MEMBERSHIP 
CARD FOR SOCIETY THAT SHOULD OPEN THE DOOR TO THE ENJOYMENT OF A WHOLE RANGE OF 
OTHER RIGHTS INCLUDING EDUCATION AND HEALTH CARE PARTICIPATION AND PROTECTION
5.)#%& )NNOCENTI 2ESEARCH #ENTRE 	
,ACK OF BIRTH REGISTRATION IS A VIOLATION OF THE CHILDS INALIENABLE HUMAN RIGHT TO BE GIVEN 
AN IDENTITY AT BIRTH AND TO BE REGARDED AS A CITIZEN WITHIN THEIR COMMUNITY AND NATION 
4HE 5. #OMMITTEE ON THE 2IGHTS OF THE #HILD DREW ATTENTION TO THE IMPORTANCE OF 
MAKING PROGRESS TOWARDS UNIVERSAL REGISTRATION IN 'ENERAL #OMMENT  
4HE #OMMITTEE NOTES THAT PROVISION FOR REGISTRATION OF ALL CHILDREN AT BIRTH IS STILL 
A MAJOR CHALLENGE  4HIS CAN IMPACT NEGATIVELY ON A CHILDS SENSE OF PERSONAL 
IDENTITY AND CHILDREN MAY BE DENIED ENTITLEMENTS TO BASIC HEALTH EDUCATION AND 
SOCIAL WELFARE
5NITED .ATIONS #OMMITTEE ON THE 2IGHTS OF THE #HILD  0ARAGRAPH 	
-ARTIN 7OODHEAD 0ROFESSOR OF #HILDHOOD 3TUDIES 4HE /PEN 5NIVERSITY 5NITED +INGDOM
s  %VERY CHILD HAS THE RIGHT TO A NAME NATIONALITY AND LEGAL IDENTITY
s  5NIVERSAL BIRTH REGISTRATION IS THE PREREQUISITE FOR REALISING THAT RIGHT
s  7ITHOUT BIRTH REGISTRATION CHILDREN MAY BE DENIED ENTITLEMENTS TO BASIC SERVICES
,EGAL IDENTITY IS CONFERRED BY BIRTH 
REGISTRATION
4#HILDRENS AWARENESS OF GENDER AGE AND ETHNICITY 
DEVELOPS EARLY IN LIFE
7HILE THE 5. #ONVENTION ON THE 2IGHTS OF THE #HILD MENTIONS CHILDRENS IDENTITY SOLELY IN 
TERMS OF ESTABLISHING AND RESPECTING LEGAL IDENTITY FROM BIRTH PSYCHOLOGISTS AND SOCIAL 
RESEARCHERS TREAT IDENTITY AS SOMETHING THAT GROWS AND CHANGES DURING CHILDHOOD 4HE 
#ONVENTION ACKNOWLEDGES THESE DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESSES THROUGH REFERENCES IN THE 
0REAMBLE AND IN !RTICLES     AND 	 TO PROTECTING AND PROMOTING @PHYSICAL 
MENTAL SPIRITUAL MORAL AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 4HIS POSITION IS FURTHER CLARIlED AND RE
EMPHASISED IN 'ENERAL #OMMENT  FROM THE 5. #OMMITTEE ON THE 2IGHTS OF THE #HILD 
 0ARAGRAPH 	 AS FOLLOWS
4HE #ONVENTION REQUIRES THAT CHILDREN INCLUDING THE VERY YOUNGEST CHILDREN BE 
RESPECTED AS PERSONS IN THEIR OWN RIGHT 9OUNG CHILDREN SHOULD BE RECOGNIZED AS 
ACTIVE MEMBERS OF FAMILIES COMMUNITIES AND SOCIETIES WITH THEIR OWN CONCERNS 
INTERESTS AND POINTS OF VIEW
2ECOGNISING EVEN THE TINIEST BABY AS A DISTINCT IDENTITY AND PERSONALITY IS THE STARTING 
POINT FOR UNDERSTANDING THAT CHILDREN CONTINUE TO DEVELOP A SENSE OF THEIR PERSONAL 
IDENTITY THROUGHOUT THEIR CHILDHOOD THROUGH THEIR ACTIVE GUIDED PARTICIPATION IN THE 
CULTURAL LIFE OF THEIR COMMUNITY 2OGOFF 	 )N THIS SENSE IDENTITY IS BOTH A STATE OF 
@BEING AND A PROCESS OF @BECOMING 5PRICHARD 	 
9OUNG CHILDRENS DEVELOPING SENSE OF PERSONAL IDENTITY IS STRUCTURED BY THEIR SOCIAL 
CULTURAL AND POLITICAL CONTEXT 4HE IMPORTANCE OF GENDER ETHNIC AND RELIGIOUS IDENTITY 
IS WIDELY RECOGNISED AND MIRRORS THE SIGNIlCANCE ATTACHED TO THESE FACTORS IN THE CHILDS 
IMMEDIATE ENVIRONMENT -ORROW AND #ONNOLLY 	 7HERE CHILDREN LIVE IN A FAMILY 
COMMUNITY OR SOCIETY CHARACTERISED BY INEQUALITIES ANDOR CONmICTS THEY AND THEIR 
FAMILIES	 MAY EXPERIENCE EXCLUSION OR DISCRIMINATION AND THESE EXPERIENCES WILL SHAPE 
CHILDRENS GROWING IDENTITY THEIR SENSE OF WHO THEY ARE WHERE THEY BELONG AND HOW FAR 
THEY FEEL VALUED AND RESPECTED
-ARTIN 7OODHEAD 0ROFESSOR OF #HILDHOOD 3TUDIES 4HE /PEN 5NIVERSITY 5NITED +INGDOM
s  ,EGAL IDENTITY IS ESTABLISHED FROM BIRTH WHEREAS PERSONAL SOCIAL AND CULTURAL IDENTITY 
GROWS AND CHANGES
s  'ENDER ETHNICITY AND RELIGION ARE AMONG THE FACTORS THAT SHAPE HOW CHILDREN VIEW 
THEMSELVES IN RELATION TO OTHERS
s  7HERE CHILDREN GROW UP SURROUNDED BY DISCRIMINATION AND CONmICT THEY MAY DEVELOP  
A NEGATIVE SENSE OF THEIR IDENTITY 
)DENTITY AT BIRTH n AND IDENTITY IN 
DEVELOPMENT
69OUNG CHILDREN CONSTRUCT PERSONAL IDENTITY THROUGH 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHERS
$EVELOPING PERSONAL IDENTITY IS A DYNAMIC PROCESS EMBEDDED IN THE CHILDS MULTIPLE 
ACTIVITIES AND RELATIONSHIPS IN EVERYDAY SETTINGS AT HOME IN THE COMMUNITY AND AT 
PRESCHOOL )DENTITY IS BEST DESCRIBED AS CONSTRUCTED COCONSTRUCTED AND RECONSTRUCTED BY 
THE CHILD THROUGH HIS OR HER INTERACTIONS WITH PARENTS TEACHERS PEERS AND OTHERS 4HESE 
DYNAMIC PROCESSES INCLUDE IMITATION AND IDENTIlCATION IN SHARED ACTIVITIES INCLUDING 
IMAGINATIVE ROLEPLAY 'ÚNCà 	 .ONVERBAL COMMUNICATION DIALOGUE AND LATER 
TEXT AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA ARE ALL KEY RESOURCES FOR CONSTRUCTING CHILDRENS SENSE OF WHO 
THEY ARE IN RELATION TO OTHERS 4HE EVERYDAY CONmICTS CHILDREN WITNESS n AND CONTRIBUTE 
TO EVEN AS BABIES AND TODDLERS n ARE ANOTHER IMPORTANT RESOURCE FOR PERSONAL IDENTITY 
$UNN 	
$EVELOPING PERSONAL IDENTITY IS DYNAMIC IN OTHER RESPECTS TOO &ROM THE BEGINNING 
CHILDREN ARE SOCIAL ACTORS WITH PERSONAL AGENCY WITH AN AWARENESS OF @SELF AS SUBJECT  
OR @)	 4HIS IS COMPLEMENTED BY A SENSE OF @SELF AS OBJECT OR @ME	 WHICH IS MORE 
GRADUALLY EMERGENT CHANGING AND REmECTIVE -IELL 	 )DENTITY ENCOMPASSES BOTH 
@) AND @ME )N THE WORDS OF "AME .SAMENANG $IRECTOR OF THE (UMAN $EVELOPMENT 
2ESOURCE #ENTRE IN "AMENDA #AMEROON
)DENTITY IS AN AGENTIC CORE OF PERSONALITY BY WHICH HUMANS LEARN TO INCREASINGLY 
DIFFERENTIATE AND MASTER THEMSELVES AND THE WORLD )T GIVES MEANING AND PURPOSE 
TO LIFE AND PERSPECTIVE TO HUMAN EFFORTS 4HROUGH IT INDIVIDUALS COME TO SITUATE 
THEMSELVES FOR INSTANCE AS BELONGING TO A DISTINCT @RACE PLACE ETHNICITY 
NATIONALITY GENDER OR CULTURE
!NOTHER DYNAMIC SURROUNDS @PERSONAL VERSUS @SOCIAL IDENTITY 0ERSONAL IDENTITY REFERS 
TO CHILDRENS SUBJECTIVE FEELINGS ABOUT THEIR DISTINCTIVENESS FROM OTHERS THEIR SENSE OF 
UNIQUENESS OF INDIVIDUALITY 3OCIAL IDENTITY REFERS ON THE OTHER HAND TO THE WAYS IN WHICH 
THEY FEEL THEY ARE OR WOULD LIKE TO BE	 THE SAME AS OTHERS TYPICALLY THROUGH IDENTIlCATION 
WITH FAMILY ANDOR PEER CULTURE )DENTITY THUS COVERS SIMULTANEOUSLY TWO CORE HUMAN 
MOTIVES THE NEED TO BELONG AND THE NEED TO BE UNIQUE 3CHAFFER  P 	
-ARTIN 7OODHEAD 0ROFESSOR OF #HILDHOOD 3TUDIES 4HE /PEN 5NIVERSITY 5NITED +INGDOM
s  )DENTITY ALWAYS HAS TWO DISTINCT ASPECTS n THAT OF THE UNIQUE INDIVIDUAL PERSON AND THAT OF 
THE SHARED SOCIAL PERSON
s  4HE CONSTRUCTION OF IDENTITY THROUGH RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHERS IS AN ESSENTIALLY DYNAMIC 
AND SOCIAL PROCESS
s  )DENTITY IS EXPRESSED THROUGH CHILDRENS SUBJECTIVE FEELINGS ABOUT THEMSELVES AND ABOUT 
OTHERS
#ONSTRUCTING AND RECONSTRUCTING 
IDENTITY
8#HILDREN ESTABLISH THEIR OWN IDENTITY THROUGH COMPARING 
THEMSELVES WITH OTHER CHILDREN
! CHILDS AGE IS AN INCREASINGLY SIGNIlCANT MARKER OF CHANGING IDENTITY IN MODERN 
SOCIETIES WHERE ANSWERS TO THE QUESTION @(OW OLD ARE YOU STRONGLY SHAPE EXPECTATIONS 
FOR DAILY ACTIVITIES AND BEHAVIOUR !GE IDENTITY IS CLEARLY SIGNALLED IN THE WAY CHILDREN ARE 
DESCRIBED FOR EXAMPLE AS A @TODDLER @PRESCHOOL CHILD @KINDERGARTNER OR @SCHOOL PUPIL 
)T IS ALSO SIGNALLED IN THE WAY CHILDREN TALK ABOUT THEMSELVES IN RELATION TO OTHERS AS 
ILLUSTRATED BY THIS CONVERSATION BETWEEN A  YEAR OLD AND HER PRESCHOOL TEACHER
#HILD  $O YOU KNOW MY BABYS ONE NOW 
3TAFF  9OUR BABYS COMING HERE WHEN SHES OLDER 
#HILD  3HELL GO TO PLAYGROUP WHEN SHES TWO THOUGH 
3TAFF  7ILL SHE 
#HILD  9EAH "ECAUSE WHEN YOURE TWO YOU GO TO    
      7HEN ) WAS TWO ) WENT TO A PLAYGROUP 
/THER CHILD  3O DID ) 
#HILD  4HAT SHOWS YOU THAT PEOPLE GO TO PLAYGROUP WHEN THEYRE TWO 
3TAFF  7HY DO THEY GO TO A PLAYGROUP 
#HILD  "ECAUSE THEYRE NOT OLD ENOUGH TO GO TO SCHOOL
4IZARD AND (UGHES  PP n	
9OUNG CHILDRENS REmECTIONS ON THEIR OWN AGE AND STATUS SHOW THAT THEIR UNDERSTANDING 
OF THE IMPACT OF THE EDUCATION SYSTEM ON THEIR OWN LIVES BEGINS AT AN EARLY AGE
) WAS LOOKING FORWARD TO GO TO PRESCHOOL FOR THE lRST TIME 7HEN ) PASS THE 
PRESCHOOL CENTRE ) ALWAYS TELL MY MOTHER THAT ) AM OLD AND THAT ) NEED TO BE AT 
PRESCHOOL -Y MOTHER SAYS NO BECAUSE ) AM TOO YOUNG )M STILL A BABY ) REPLIED 
THAT ) AM NOT DRINKING MILK ANY LONGER ) AM A BIG GIRL NOW AND ) NEEDED TO GO 
TO SCHOOL 
'IRL AGED  &IJI 4IKO  PERSONAL COMMUNICATION	
9OU lNISH THE STUDY AT PRESCHOOL IF YOU DONT GO TO SCHOOL WHERE CAN YOU GO 
&IRST ITS PRIMARY SCHOOL THEN MIDDLE SCHOOL AND HIGH SCHOOL !ND YOU GET A JOB 
AND THEN YOULL DIE n PASS AWAY ) MEAN YOULL BECOME AN OLD MAN
"OY AGED  #HINA -A  PERSONAL COMMUNICATION	 
9OUNG CHILDREN TALK ABOUT THEIR  
AGE IDENTITY
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9OUNG CHILDRENS IDENTITIES MAY BE MULTIPLE AND COMPLEX
)N RECENT YEARS OUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONCEPT OF @IDENTITY HAS CHANGED IN 
TWO RESPECTS 4HE lRST OF THESE REmECTS A GROWING RECOGNITION THAT CHILDREN ACQUIRE 
SOMETHING MORE COMPLEX THAN A UNIQUE AND SIMPLE IDENTITY IN THEIR EARLY YEARS ONE 
WHICH REMAINS STABLE THROUGHOUT THEIR LIVES AND IN DIFFERENT CIRCUMSTANCES (ENCE 
THERE IS NOW A TENDENCY TO UNDERSTAND IDENTITY AS A MULTIPLE CONSTRUCT OR TO DESCRIBE 
INDIVIDUALS AS ACQUIRING MULTIPLE @IDENTITIES 
4HE SELF IS BY NO MEANS A SIMPLE UNITARY CONCEPT BUT A HIGHLY COMPLEX 
ORGANIZATION OF MULTIPLE CONSTRUCTS n INTERRELATED YET EXPRESSING A VARIETY OF 
DIFFERENT FUNCTIONS
3CHAFFER  P 	
4HE SECOND ARISES FROM CROSSCULTURAL RESEARCH WHICH HAS SHOWN HOW IDENTITIES ARE 
ACQUIRED OR CONSTRUCTED IN DIFFERENT WAYS IN DIFFERENT SOCIETIES AND THAT THERE IS UNLIKELY 
TO BE A UNIVERSAL MODEL FOR THIS PROCESS %ARLIER ASSUMPTIONS OF UNIVERSALITY LARGELY 
DERIVED FROM A 7ESTERN VERSION OF DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY HAVE BEEN REPEATEDLY 
CHALLENGED BY ANTHROPOLOGISTS MOST FAMOUSLY BY #LIFFORD 'EERTZ 
4HE 7ESTERN CONCEPTION OF THE PERSON AS A BOUNDED UNIQUE MORE OR LESS 
INTEGRATED MOTIVATIONAL AND COGNITIVE UNIVERSE A DYNAMIC CENTER OF AWARENESS 
EMOTION JUDGMENT AND ACTION ORGANIZED INTO A DISTINCTIVE WHOLE AND SET 
CONTRASTIVELY BOTH AGAINST OTHER SUCH WHOLES AND AGAINST ITS SOCIAL AND NATURAL 
BACKGROUND IS HOWEVER INCORRIGIBLE IT MAY SEEM TO US A RATHER PECULIAR IDEA 
WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF THE WORLDS CULTURES
'EERTZ REPRINTED IN 'OLBERGER AND 6EROFF  P 	
-ANY PSYCHOLOGISTS NOW ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE LIBERAL INDIVIDUALISTIC MODELS OF CHILD 
DEVELOPMENT WHICH UNDERPINNED 7ESTERN THEORISING WERE FOUNDED ON A NARROWLY 
ETHNOCENTRIC UNDERSTANDING OF THE WORLD )N COMPLEX MODERN SOCIETIES CHILDREN MAY 
BE VIEWED AS ACQUIRING A COMPLEX BUNDLE OF MIXED AND SOMETIMES COMPETING IDENTITIES 
THROUGH THEIR DIVERSE EARLY EXPERIENCES   
,IZ "ROOKER 3ENIOR ,ECTURER IN %ARLY #HILDHOOD )NSTITUTE OF %DUCATION 5NIVERSITY OF ,ONDON 
5NITED +INGDOM
s  7ESTERN CONCEPTIONS OF IDENTITY AS A STABLE INDIVIDUALISED SENSE OF SELF MAY BE IDEALISED 
AND MAY NOT REmECT THE DIVERSITY OF CULTURAL UNDERSTANDINGS
s  -ODERN IDENTITIES ARE OFTEN COMPLEX AND MULTIFACETED CHANGEABLE OVER TIME AND THROUGH 
NEW EXPERIENCES
s  #HANGING CULTURAL AND SOCIAL CONTEXTS AND NEW RELATIONSHIPS ALLOW INDIVIDUALS TO DEVELOP 
NEW OR MODIlED IDENTITIES
)DENTITY n OR IDENTITIES
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! SENSE OF INDIVIDUALITY AND A SENSE OF BELONGING 
CONTRIBUTE TO POSITIVE IDENTITY
0SYCHOLOGISTS PRACTITIONERS AND PROGRAMME ORGANISERS AGREE THAT ACHIEVING A @POSITIVE 
SENSE OF IDENTITY IS A CORE GOAL )T IS AN IMPORTANT PREREQUISITE FOR DEVELOPING THE 
RESILIENCE THAT ENABLES A CHILD OR YOUNG PERSON TO MEET THE CHALLENGES OF GROWING UP 
ESPECIALLY FOR CHILDREN LIVING IN ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTS 4HERE IS WIDESPREAD AGREEMENT 
TOO THAT POSITIVE IDENTITY CAN BE MULTIFACETED ENABLING CHILDREN TO CALL ON DIFFERENT 
STRENGTHS AND DIFFERENT @SELVES IN THE DIFFERENT CIRCUMSTANCES THEY MEET 4HESE SELVES 
ARE SHAPED BY LOCAL ENVIRONMENTS AND VALUES BY THE UNIQUE @DEVELOPMENTAL NICHES THAT 
CHILDREN INHABIT 3UPER AND (ARKNESS 	 AND BY THEIR ENCOUNTERS WITH A SUCCESSION 
OF MICROSYSTEMS DURING THE COURSE OF THEIR DAILY LIVES INCLUDING AT HOME WITH FRIENDS IN 
PRESCHOOL AND SO ON "RONFENBRENNER 	
4HERE IS THEREFORE NO UNIVERSAL RECIPE FOR ACHIEVING A POSITIVE SENSE OF SELF RATHER 
POSITIVE IDENTITIES ARE COMPOSED OF THOSE ASPECTS OF SELFCONCEPT SELFESTEEM AND SELF
BELIEF WHICH ENABLE A CHILD TO FEEL A SENSE OF BOTH INDIVIDUALITY AND BELONGING IN THEIR 
SOCIAL WORLD TO DEVELOP APPROPRIATE CULTURAL COMPETENCES KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS AND TO 
ACHIEVE EMOTIONAL WELLBEING 
(OWEVER DEVELOPING AN IDENTITY IS NOT ALWAYS A POSITIVE PROCESS AND THERE IS A RISK 
OF ROMANTICISING AND IDEALISING EARLY CHILDHOOD AS A PERIOD OF INNOCENCE 2ESEARCH 
INTO CHILDRENS EARLY SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS HIGHLIGHTS WAYS IN WHICH CHILDRENS @POSITIVE 
CATEGORIES FOR SELFDIFFERENTIATION AND SELFDElNITION MAY SOMETIMES HAVE NEGATIVE 
CONSEQUENCES FOR THOSE WHO ARE DElNED AS OUTSIDERS BY AN INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP AND 
EXPERIENCE THEMSELVES NEGATIVELY AS EXCLUDED
9OUNG CHILDRENS lRST TASK IN IDENTITY FORMATION IS TO DIFFERENTIATE THEMSELVES FROM THEIR 
CAREGIVERS AND FROM THE ENVIRONMENT THAT SURROUNDS THEM BUT BEFORE MANY MONTHS 
HAVE PASSED THEY ARE ALSO DIFFERENTIATING THEMSELVES FROM OTHERS ON THE BASIS OF SEX
GENDER AND THEN OF RACEETHNICITY 3CHAFFER  PP n	 ! @POSITIVE SENSE OF 
GENDER IDENTITY FOR INSTANCE MAY HAVE AS ITS COROLLARY A NEGATIVE VIEW OF THE OTHER SEX 
WHILE EARLY ETHNIC IDENTIlCATION AND ETHNIC PREFERENCES MAY BE THE PRECURSOR OF RACIST 
BELIEFS AND ATTITUDES P 	
,IZ "ROOKER 3ENIOR ,ECTURER IN %ARLY #HILDHOOD )NSTITUTE OF %DUCATION 5NIVERSITY OF ,ONDON 
5NITED +INGDOM
s  0OSITIVE IDENTITIES ENABLE A CHILD TO FEEL A SENSE OF BOTH INDIVIDUALITY AND BELONGING IN THEIR 
SOCIAL WORLD
s  0OSITIVE SELFIDENTIlCATION MAY IN SOME CIRCUMSTANCES LEAD TO NEGATIVE CATEGORISATION OF 
THOSE BELONGING TO OTHER GROUPS
s  #HILDREN GROWING UP AS MEMBERS OF EXCLUDED OR DOMINATED GROUPS MAY HAVE DIFlCULTY 
ACHIEVING A POSITIVE SENSE OF SELF
$ElNING POSITIVE IDENTITY
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ø ø ø
ø  7HAT STEPS CAN BE TAKEN TO IDENTIFY AND OVERCOME THE REMAINING 
BARRIERS TO BIRTH REGISTRATION IN MANY PARTS OF THE WORLD
ø  (OW FAR DOES THE CARE AND TREATMENT OF YOUNG CHILDREN RESPECT THEIR 
INDIVIDUAL IDENTITY FROM BIRTH 
ø  (OW CAN YOUNG CHILDREN BE MOST EFFECTIVELY SUPPORTED AS THEY 
CONSTRUCT AND RECONSTRUCT THEIR SENSE OF WHO THEY ARE IN RELATION TO 
THEIR AGE GENDER ETHNICITY AND OTHER KEY DIMENSIONS OF DIFFERENCE
ø  7HAT STRATEGIES ARE NEEDED IN ORDER TO PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
POSITIVE IDENTITIES AMONG CHILDREN GROWING UP IN MINORITY EXCLUDED 
OR DOMINATED GROUPS
ø  (OW CAN A POSITIVE SENSE OF SELF BE ENCOURAGED AMONG ALL CHILDREN 
IN WAYS THAT DISCOURAGE SOME CHILDREN FROM BASING THEIR POSITIVE 
IDENTITY ON SOCIAL DISCRIMINATION AND THE EXCLUSION OF OTHERS 
ø  (OW FAR DO STEREOTYPED CONSTRUCTIONS OF CERTAIN GROUPS OF CHILDREN 
AS @IMMIGRANTS @ETHNIC MINORITY @SOCIALLY DEPRIVED @AT RISK OR 
@STREET CHILDREN ETC UNDERMINE YOUNG CHILDRENS ABILITY TO CONSTRUCT 
POSITIVE SELFIMAGE SENSE OF POSSIBILITY AND EFlCACY
0/,)#9 15%34)/.3
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4HROUGH ;FAMILY= RELATIONSHIPS CHILDREN CONSTRUCT A PERSONAL 
IDENTITY AND ACQUIRE CULTURALLY VALUED SKILLS KNOWLEDGE AND 
BEHAVIOURS )N THESE WAYS PARENTS AND OTHER CAREGIVERS	 ARE 
NORMALLY THE MAJOR CONDUIT THROUGH WHICH YOUNG CHILDREN ARE 
ABLE TO REALIZE THEIR RIGHTS 5NITED .ATIONS #OMMITTEE ON THE 
2IGHTS OF THE #HILD  0ARAGRAPH 	
&AMILY EXPERIENCES OFFER CHILDREN THE OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP AN 
IDENTITY WHICH SHARES SOME OF THE CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
FAMILY AND COMMUNITY BUT IS ALSO UNIQUE TO THE INDIVIDUAL CHILD
&AMILY BELIEFS ABOUT CHILD REARING AND THE GOALS FOR CHILD 
DEVELOPMENT CREATE DIFFERENT PSYCHOSOCIAL ENVIRONMENTS FOR 
CHILDREN THESE INCLUDE ENVIRONMENTS THAT PROMOTE INDIVIDUALITY 
THOSE THAT PROMOTE A @COLLECTIVE IDENTITY AND THOSE THAT 
PROMOTE @INDIVIDUALITY WITHIN CONNECTEDNESS
7HERE YOUNG CHILDREN GROW UP IN ADVERSE CIRCUMSTANCES 
SUPPORTING THE IDENTITY AND STABILITY OF THEIR FAMILIES MAY BE 
THE OPTIMAL MEANS OF SUPPORTING CHILDRENS POSITIVE PERSONAL 
DEVELOPMENT
!S CHILDREN MOVE INTO GROUP CARE AND EDUCATION FURTHER 
SENSITIVE SUPPORT IS NEEDED TO ENABLE THEM TO FORGE NEW 
IDENTITIES WHICH DO NOT CONmICT WITH THE FAMILY AND CULTURAL 
IDENTITY THEY HAVE ACQUIRED AT HOME
Developing positive identitiesII.
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#HILDRENS ACQUISITION OF A CULTURAL IDENTITY STARTS WITH 
THEIR EARLY FAMILY EXPERIENCES
7ATCHING AND LISTENING TO INFANTS AND TODDLERS ) HAVE COME TO THE VIEW THAT 
BEING PART OF A CULTURE IS A NEED HUMAN BEINGS ARE BORN WITH n THAT CULTURE 
WHATEVER ITS CONTENTS IS A NATURAL FUNCTION
4REVARTHEN  P 	
#ULTURAL IDENTITY IS THE FEELING OF @BELONGING TOGETHER EXPERIENCED BY A GROUP OF PEOPLE 
)T EMBODIES THE SENTIMENTS AN INDIVIDUAL FEELS OF BELONGING TO OR BEING INmUENCED BY 
A GROUP OR CULTURE 3OME CRITICS ARGUE THAT BECAUSE IT IS BASED UPON DIFFERENCE CULTURAL 
IDENTITY IS DIVISIVE AND THAT COSMOPOLITANISM SHOULD GIVE INDIVIDUALS A GREATER SENSE 
OF SHARED CITIZENSHIP )N A RELIGIOUSLY PLURAL WORLD IT IS IMPORTANT TO ASK HOW PEOPLE OF 
DIFFERENT FAITHS AND WITH DIFFERENT RELIGIOUS IDENTITIES CAN LIVE JUSTLY AND HARMONIOUSLY 
TOGETHER $REYER ET AL 	 "UT DIFFERENCES IN CULTURAL OR RELIGIOUS IDENTITY NEED NOT 
ALWAYS BE DIVISIVE &OR INSTANCE THERE IS EVIDENCE THAT !FRICANS LIVING WITHIN THE SAME 
HOUSEHOLD MAY BE AT PEACE WITH #HRISTIANITY )SLAM AND !FRICAN THEODICY AND THAT THEY 
MAY CONCURRENTLY IDENTIFY WITH AND USE BIOMEDICINE AND ETHNOMEDICINE
7HAT CHILDREN LEARN AS THEY GROW AND DEVELOP IS NOT UNIVERSAL CONTENT BUT A CULTURAL 
CURRICULUM 2OGOFF 	 4HE ONGOING INTERACTIONS BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN AND 
THE CULTURE THEY INHABIT GENERATE AN ALMOST INlNITE RANGE OF DIVERGENT PRACTICES AND 
EXPERIENCES AND PROMOTE AN EQUIVALENT RANGE OF DIFFERENT @DESIRABLE IDENTITIES AMONG 
PEOPLE LIVING IN DIFFERENT TIMES AND SOCIETIES 3HWEDER 	 )N THIS SENSE THE ADULT 
IDENTITY CHILDREN GROW TO MANIFEST REmECTS THE WAYS THAT @NURTURE HAS CHANNELLED AND 
NUDGED THEIR BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS TO lT A SPECIlC CULTURAL NICHE 
&AMILIAL PROCESSES ARE FOUNDATIONAL TO IDENTITY FORMATION BECAUSE FOR MOST PEOPLE THE 
MOST ENDURING LESSONS IN INTERPERSONAL CONNECTEDNESS AND SELFDElNITION OCCUR IN THE 
FAMILY %ARLY LEARNING WITHIN THE FAMILY DETERMINES HOW CHILDREN VIEW THE SELF AND HOW 
THEY ENTER INTO INTERPERSONAL ENCOUNTERS AND ENGAGE WITH THE WORLD 4HESE PROCESSES ARE 
ACHIEVED WITHIN MANY DIFFERENT FAMILY FORMS 4HE PRECISE STRUCTURE OF ANY FAMILY IS MUCH 
LESS IMPORTANT THAN THE FACT THAT IT IS A SAFE AND STABLE CONTEXT FOR DEVELOPMENT
"AME .SAMENANG $IRECTOR (UMAN $EVELOPMENT 2ESOURCE #ENTRE "AMENDA #AMEROON
s  $EVELOPING CULTURAL IDENTITY IS A FUNDAMENTAL TASK FOR ALL YOUNG CHILDREN
s  #HILDREN ACQUIRE A SENSE OF @BELONGING WITHIN THEIR OWN CULTURE WHICH ALLOWS THEM TO 
ACCEPT AND COEXIST WITH INDIVIDUALS OF OTHER BELIEFS AND CULTURES
s  #HILDRENS DIVERSE EXPERIENCES IN FAMILIES HELP TO SHAPE AND CHANNEL THEIR CULTURAL PATHWAY 
THROUGH CHILDHOOD
#ONSTRUCTING CULTURAL IDENTITY 
WITHIN FAMILIES
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"EING AN INDIVIDUAL AND BEING CONNECTED ARE NOT 
NECESSARILY CONTRADICTORY
4HE IMAGE OF IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT IN MANY !FRICAN CULTURES IS THAT OF @POLYCROPPING 
NOT MONOCULTURE IN OTHER WORDS IT EMPHASISES THE SHARED AND SOCIAL RATHER THAN THE 
UNIQUE AND INDIVIDUAL ASPECTS OF IDENTITY 4HE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SELF IS VIEWED AS IN 
THE MORE RECENT 7ESTERN PERSPECTIVES PROMOTED BY 6YGOTSKY 	 AS ESSENTIALLY A 
SOCIAL PROCESS 4RADITIONAL !FRICAN CULTURES TRANSCEND 6YGOTSKY HOWEVER BY SENSITISING 
CHILDREN FROM AN EARLY AGE TO SEEK OUT OTHERS AND TO EXTRACT @INTELLIGENCES AND DElNE 
SELF SUCH THAT THEY CAN @GAIN SIGNIlCANCE FROM AND THROUGH THEIR RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
OTHERS %LLIS  P 	 )N ONE SPECIlC EXAMPLE OF THIS VIEWPOINT :IMBA 	 
DESCRIBES THE 3OUTH !FRICAN :ULU AS NURTURING UMUNTU UMUNTU NGABANTU WHICH MEANS 
LITERALLY THAT @A PERSON IS ONLY A PERSON WITH OTHER PEOPLE 
"Y FOSTERING CHILDRENS CLOSE IDENTIlCATION WITH THE GROUP TRADITIONAL SOCIAL VALUES IN 
MANY !FRICAN CULTURES ALIGN ALSO WITH %RIKSONS 	 FOCUS ON SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 
!FRICAN CEREMONIES OF NAMING MARRIAGE AND DEATH FOR EXAMPLE TYPICALLY EXTEND THE 
IDENTITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL BY MEANS OF ASSIMILATING THEM INTO MEANINGFUL SOCIAL ROLES 
AND RELATIONSHIPS )N A SIMILAR WAY THE PEER CULTURES IN MANY !FRICAN SOCIETIES TEND TO 
COMPLEMENT AND EXTEND THE FAMILYS IMPRINT ON THE DEVELOPING INDIVIDUAL /N THE 
OTHER HAND #OHEN  P 	 ARGUES THAT THE PROCESS OF IDENTITY FORMATION CAN BE 
PROBLEMATIC FOR SOME !FRICAN CHILDREN BECAUSE THEIR FAMILIES @HAVE BEEN CAUGHT UP IN 
THE WEB OF CULTURAL TRANSITION WHERE THERE ARE NO LONGER CLEARLY DElNED VALUES AND MORAL 
CODES OF BEHAVIOUR THAT SHOULD BE INSTILLED IN CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE 
4HE PROCESS OF DEVELOPING A SENSE OF SELF IS A PROCESS OF CONNECTING AN INDIVIDUALS 
PERSONAL IDENTITY TO THEIR SOCIAL IDENTITY )NDIVIDUALITY AND CONNECTEDNESS ARE NOT 
DICHOTOMOUS QUALITIES THEY DEVELOP TOGETHER IN THE SAME CHILD WITHIN THE SAME SKIN 
)N SOME TRADITIONAL !FRICAN CULTURES CHILDREN INDIVIDUATE BY BEING INTERCONNECTED WITH 
OTHERS AND @TRANSFORM EN ROUTE TO ADULT IDENTITY THROUGH RESPONSIBLE PARTICIPATION IN REAL 
LIFE TASKS .SAMENANG 	
"AME .SAMENANG $IRECTOR (UMAN $EVELOPMENT 2ESOURCE #ENTRE "AMENDA #AMEROON
s  -ANY TRADITIONAL !FRICAN CULTURES HAVE EMPHASISED THE SHARED AND SOCIAL RATHER THAN THE 
UNIQUE AND INDIVIDUAL ASPECTS OF IDENTITY
s  0EER CULTURES CAN COMPLEMENT AND EXTEND FAMILY INmUENCES ON CHILDRENS DEVELOPING 
IDENTITIES
&AMILY CULTURES SHAPE IDENTITY  
IN UNIQUE WAYS
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3UCCESSFUL PROGRAMMES RESPECT THE FUNDS OF CULTURAL 
KNOWLEDGE THAT FAMILIES BRING TO CHILDREARING
#HILDRENS IDENTITY DURING INFANCY AND EARLY CHILDHOOD IS CLOSELY ENMESHED WITH THE 
COLLECTIVE IDENTITY OF THEIR FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES #HILDREN WHO LEARN THAT THEIR FAMILY 
OR CULTURAL GROUP IS STIGMATISED OR OTHERWISE DISCRIMINATED AGAINST NEED ADDITIONAL 
SUPPORT FOR THEIR GROWING SELFESTEEM AND SENSE OF WORTH 4HIS SUPPORT MAY BE PROVIDED 
THROUGH SUPPORT FOR THEIR FAMILY
0ROGRAMMES DESIGNED TO SUPPORT CHILDRENS IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT AND WELLBEING THROUGH 
SUPPORT FOR PARENTS ARE FOUND IN MANY -AJORITY 7ORLD COUNTRIES 4HEY RANGE FROM 
INFORMAL LOCAL SELFHELP GROUPS TO HIGHLY STRUCTURED PROGRAMMES RUN BY GOVERNMENTS 
AND NONGOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATIONS 4HEY INCLUDE PROGRAMMES FOCUSED ON CHILD REARING 
AS WELL AS THOSE FOCUSED ON FUTURE ACADEMIC ENGAGEMENT AND SUCCESS	 AND THEY MAY 
TARGET ANY OF THE ADULTS OR PEERS WHO CONTRIBUTE TO THE CHILDS DEVELOPMENT IN CONTEXT
s  GUARDIANS FOR EXAMPLE FOR !)$3 ORPHANS	 
s  TEENAGE PARENTS AND SINGLE MOTHERS 
s  FATHERS GRANDPARENTS OR EXTENDED FAMILY MEMBERS RAISING CHILDREN  
s  COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKERS OR OUTREACH WORKERS
7ORKING WITH LIMITED RESOURCES SUCH PROGRAMMES TYPICALLY PLAY SEVERAL ROLES INCLUDING 
MUTUAL EMOTIONAL SUPPORT EDUCATION AND AN INCOMEGENERATION EMPHASIS 4HERE IS 
TYPICALLY INPUT FROM A LOCAL OR DISTRICTREGIONAL RESOURCE WHICH MAY PROVIDE TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE MATERIAL RESOURCES AND VARIOUS FORMS OF COLLABORATIVE SUPPORT
)N THE PAST FAMILY PROGRAMMES WERE OFTEN BASED ON DElCIT MODELS WHERE PARENTS WERE 
VIEWED AS IN NEED OF TRAINING AND INTERVENTIONS BECAUSE OF THEIR SOCIAL CLASS CULTURAL 
BACKGROUND OR LIMITED PROlCIENCY IN THE DOMINANT LANGUAGE 3WADENER AND ,UBECK 
 3OTO 	 #URRENT PROGRAMMES ARE FRAMED IN MORE POSITIVE WAYS AND WORK TO 
BUILD CAPACITY IN MARGINALISED COMMUNITIES THROUGH EXTENSIVE LOCAL INVOLVEMENT AND 
RESPECT FOR LOCAL CULTURES 3UCH PROGRAMMES RESPECT THE @FUNDS OF KNOWLEDGE 'ONZALES 
ET AL 	 THAT FAMILIES BRING TO CHILD REARING !T THE SAME TIME THEY RECOGNISE THAT A 
RANGE OF ADVERSE CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE FAMILY MAY HAVE A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON 
CHILDRENS DEVELOPING IDENTITIES
7HAT SETS SUCCESSFUL GROUPS APART IS THE DEGREE TO WHICH THEY RESPECT PARENTS AND 
CHILDREN AND RECOGNISE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CHILDS DEVELOPING SENSE OF IDENTITY BOTH 
INDIVIDUALLY AND AS A MEMBER OF AN EXTENDED FAMILY COMMUNITY OR CLAN 
"ETH "LUE 3WADENER 0ROFESSOR &ACULTY OF %DUCATION !RIZONA 3TATE 5NIVERSITY  
5NITED 3TATES OF !MERICA
s  #HILDREN LIVING IN ADVERSE CIRCUMSTANCES OR IN COMMUNITIES WHO ARE STIGMATISED CAN BE  
SUPPORTED IN THEIR DEVELOPING SENSE OF IDENTITY THROUGH SUPPORT FOR THEIR FAMILY OR COMMUNITY
s  2ESPECTFUL ENGAGEMENT WITH FAMILIES CAN PROMOTE LONGTERM BENElTS FOR CHILDREN
3UPPORTING IDENTITIES THROUGH 
PARENTING PROGRAMMES
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&AMILY SUPPORT ENCOURAGES POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
BABIES AND YOUNG CHILDREN
4HE -WANA -WENDE 0ROJECT WAS STARTED IN  BY A LOCAL NONGOVERNMENTAL 
ORGANISATION IN RESPONSE TO CONCERNS ABOUT THE CARE OF CHILDREN UNDER  YEARS OLD AND 
THE WELFARE OF TEENAGE MOTHERS 3TUDIES CARRIED OUT IN THIS DISTRICT HAD SHOWN THAT FAMILY 
STRUCTURES WERE CHANGING WITH FEWER EXTENDED FAMILIES AND MORE TEENAGE PARENTS 
0ARENTS TENDED TO SPEND LONG HOURS WORKING AWAY FROM HOME FOR EXAMPLE IN CASUAL 
LABOUR OR PETTY TRADE "UT MOST CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE OF  YEARS WERE NOT ADMITTED TO 
PRESCHOOLS OR FORMAL CHILDCARE AND WERE CARED FOR AT HOME 7HEN PARENTS WENT TO WORK 
THEY SOMETIMES LEFT THEIR YOUNG CHILDREN WITHOUT ADULT SUPERVISION
4HE PROJECT WAS PARTICULARLY CONCERNED ABOUT TEENAGE MOTHERS WHOSE NUMBERS WERE 
RISING %ARLIER RESEARCH "ALI AND +ABIRU 	 HAD SHOWN THAT MANY TEENAGE MOTHERS 
LACKED SELFESTEEM AND HAD LITTLE CLOSE INTERACTION WITH THEIR BABIES EVEN WHEN BREAST
FEEDING THEY DID NOT TALK TO THEM OR ENGAGE WITH THEM 4HE PROJECT AIMED TO BUILD 
THE SELFESTEEM OF THESE MOTHERS ENABLING THEM TO SUPPORT THEIR CHILDRENS HOLISTIC 
DEVELOPMENT DURING THE FORMATIVE PERIOD OF EARLY INFANCY
4HE PROJECT HAS DEMONSTRATED IN PARTICULAR THE IMPORTANCE OF TRAINING EDUCATION AND 
SUPPORT -WANA -WENDE 	 ! TRAINING PROGRAMME HELPS TO INITIATE COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT TO BUILD SELFESTEEM AND CONlDENCE TO CREATE GROUP COHESIVENESS AND 
TO ENCOURAGE POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR AND ATTITUDES 7HEN YOUNG MOTHERS ARE EQUIPPED WITH 
RELEVANT SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE THEY ARE ABLE TO JOIN IN INITIATIVES THAT PROVIDE A BETTER 
INCOME AND THUS TO SEE THEMSELVES AS CONTRIBUTING TO THE WELLBEING OF THE COMMUNITY 
#HILDREN GROWING UP IN THIS MORE POSITIVE ENVIRONMENT ARE LIKELY TO DEVELOP A MORE 
POSITIVE SENSE OF SELF
)N -WANA -WENDE THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY INCLUDING CHILDREN YOUNG PEOPLE 
TEENAGE PARENTS ELDERS PRESCHOOL AND PRIMARY TEACHERS VILLAGE HEALTH WORKERS AND 
LOCAL OFlCIALS HAVE JOINED IN SUPPORTING THE WELFARE OF THE YOUNGEST CHILDREN 7HEN 
COMMUNITY MEMBERS UNDERSTAND THE BENElTS OF A PROJECT THEY SHARE THEIR TIME AND 
RESOURCES WILLINGLY AND WORK WELL AMONG THEMSELVES 4HE PROJECT UNDERSCORES THE OLD 
PROVERB THAT IT TAKES A VILLAGE TO RAISE A CHILD 
"ETH "LUE 3WADENER 0ROFESSOR &ACULTY OF %DUCATION !RIZONA 3TATE 5NIVERSITY 5NITED 3TATES OF 
!MERICA WITH -ARGARET +ABIRU AND !NNE .JENGA OF THE -WANA -WENDE 0ROJECT +ENYA	
s  &AMILY SUPPORT PROGRAMMES CAN INITIATE SUSTAINABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN COMMUNITY LIFE
s  "Y IMPROVING PARENTS SKILLS AND SELFESTEEM THESE PROGRAMMES FOSTER A POSITIVE 
ENVIRONMENT FOR YOUNG CHILDRENS IDENTITY FORMATION
s  #OMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN TRAINING PROGRAMMES HELPS TO SECURE LONGTERM BENElTS
4HE -WANA -WENDE 0ROJECT +ENYA
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#HILDRENS SOCIAL EXPERIENCES SERVE AS A @MIRROR FOR THEIR 
CHANGING IDENTITIES
$EVELOPING POSITIVE IDENTITIES TOUCHES ON SOME FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS FACING EVERY 
YOUNG CHILD @7HO AM ) @)S IT /+ TO BE WHO ) AM AND @7HAT IS MY PLACE IN THIS WORLD 
!NSWERING THESE QUESTIONS IS CRUCIAL TO EVERY CHILDS WELLBEING OR IN EVERYDAY LANGUAGE 
TO @FEELING GOOD AND @BEING HAPPY 
&OR EXAMPLE WHEN 2AJAE WHO IS OF -OROCCAN DESCENT WENT TO FETCH HER YEAROLD 
DAUGHTER $OUNIA FROM KINDERGARTEN THE GIRL JUMPED INTO HER ARMS PUT HER HAND ON 
2AJAES MOUTH AND WHISPERED IN HER EAR @0LEASE -UM NEVER SPEAK !RABIC TO ME AGAIN 
WHEN THE OTHER KIDS CAN HEAR YOU 
%VERY DAY PARENTS AND EDUCATORS REPORT CASES LIKE THIS 4HEY SERVE AS A REMINDER THAT 
CHILDRENS IDENTITIES ARE NOT ONLY THE RESULT OF THE PERSONAL CHOICES THEY MAKE NOURISHED 
BY THE DIFFERENT REFERENCE GROUPS THEY BELONG TO )DENTITY IS ALSO THE RESULT OF HOW OTHER 
PEOPLE DElNE THE YOUNG CHILD HOW HE OR SHE IS UNDERSTOOD OR NOT	 AND SHOWN RESPECT 
OR NOT	 )N THESE WAYS CHILDRENS SOCIAL EXPERIENCES SERVE AS A @MIRROR FOR THEIR IDENTITIES 
-AKING THE TRANSITION TO EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND CARE WILL OFTEN BE CHILDRENS lRST 
ENCOUNTER WITH VALUES AND NORMS THAT ARE DIFFERENT FROM WHAT THEY HAVE KNOWN AT HOME 
(ERE THEY MAY DISCOVER THAT CERTAIN WAYS OF BEING SYMBOLISED THROUGH APPEARANCE 
CLOTHES POSSESSIONS ACTIVITIES ETC	 ARE FAVOURED OVER OTHERS THAT CERTAIN LANGUAGE 
GROUPS ARE MORE VALUED THAN OTHERS THAT CERTAIN FAMILY COMPOSITIONS ARE MORE @NORMAL 
THAN OTHERS OR THAT CERTAIN EXPECTATIONS OF A @POLITE ATTITUDE ARE MORE APPRECIATED THAN 
OTHERS #HILDREN AS WELL AS ADULTS	 ARE CAPABLE OF COMPLEX CODE SWITCHING CONTINUOUSLY 
ADAPTING THEIR LANGUAGE ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOUR TO VARIOUS SOCIAL SETTINGS AND 
RELATIONSHIPS (OWEVER THIS BECOMES MUCH MORE DIFlCULT WHEN ONE IMPORTANT REFERENCE 
GROUP FOR EXAMPLE AT THE KINDERGARTEN	 OVERTLY OR COVERTLY CONSCIOUSLY OR UNCONSCIOUSLY 
CONVEYS MESSAGES THAT ANOTHER IMPORTANT REFERENCE GROUP FOR EXAMPLE IN THE HOME	 IS 
NOT ACCEPTED 9OUNG CHILDREN LIKE $OUNIA IN THE EXAMPLE ABOVE CAN ALL TOO OFTEN FEEL 
THEY ARE CONFRONTED WITH A FORCED CHOICE THAT IDENTITY IS A MATTER OF @EITHEROR INSTEAD 
OF A MORE INCLUSIVE @ANDAND THAT RESPECTS THEIR MULTIPLE IDENTITIES 
-ICHEL 6ANDENBROECK 3ENIOR 2ESEARCHER $EPARTMENT OF 3OCIAL 7ELFARE 3TUDIES  
5NIVERSITY OF 'HENT "ELGIUM
s  4RANSITION INTO THE CULTURE OF AN EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMME MAY CHALLENGE THE SECURE 
IDENTITY A CHILD HAS FORMED AT HOME
s  !CQUIRING NEW IDENTITIES COMPATIBLE WITH THE EXPECTATIONS OF THEIR NEW ENVIRONMENT MAY 
INVOLVE A RISKY ADAPTATION FOR YOUNG CHILDREN
s  #HILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS	 MAY FACE DIFlCULT IDENTITY CHOICES
4HE CHALLENGE FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD 
EDUCATION AND CARE
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3ENSITIVE PROVISION FOR CHILDREN ENABLES THEM TO 
CELEBRATE ALL ASPECTS OF THEIR IDENTITIES
7HEN CONSIDERING IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT IN MIGRANT FAMILIES THE TRADITIONAL VIEW HAS LED 
TO SEEING MIGRANT CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS AS HAVING TO BRIDGE TWO CULTURES OR VALUE 
SYSTEMS )N THIS DOMINANT TRADITION IT WAS BELIEVED THAT MANY CHILDREN EITHER REJECT 
THEIR HOME CULTURE IN FAVOUR OF THE DOMINANT CULTURE ASSIMILATION	 OR ON THE CONTRARY 
REJECT THE DOMINANT CULTURE AND CLING TO THE TRADITIONAL BELIEFS AND VALUES OF THEIR ORIGINS 
SEPARATION	 ALTHOUGH THE @IDEAL SITUATION WOULD BE THE INTEGRATION OF BOTH WORLDS 
RECOGNISING CHILDRENS MULTIPLE IDENTITIES ! %UROPEAN NETWORK OF TRAINERS PRACTITIONERS 
AND RESEARCHERS $IVERSITY IN %ARLY #HILDHOOD %DUCATION AND 4RAINING $%#%4		 HAS 
DEVELOPED AND DOCUMENTED MANY PRACTICES IN %UROPE THAT SUPPORT RESPECT FOR MULTIPLE 
IDENTITIES AT THIS IMPORTANT STAGE OF LIFE 6ANDENBROECK  $%#%4 ONLINE	 
%DUCATIONAL PRACTICES THAT FOSTER CHILDRENS MULTIPLE IDENTITIES NEED TO AVOID TWO PITFALLS 
COLOURBLINDNESS AND TOKENISM #OLOURBLINDNESS IS THE DENIAL OF DIFFERENCES VERY OFTEN 
OUT OF AN HONEST CONCERN TO TREAT @ALL CHILDREN EQUAL )N PRACTICE THIS MEANS THAT PARENTS 
AND CHILDREN FROM MINORITY COMMUNITIES ARE WELCOMED BUT RECEIVE THE UNINTENTIONAL	 
MESSAGE THAT THEY NEED TO @ADAPT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO WHAT IS CONSIDERED @NORMAL 
WITHIN THE DOMINANT CULTURE 
4OKENISM ON THE CONTRARY INVOLVES TREATING THE @CULTURE OF A CHILDS HOME LIFE AS lXED 
AND STATIC 0ARENTS AND CHILDRENS IDENTITIES ARE THEREBY REDUCED TO THEIR ORIGIN BY 
ASSUMING THERE IS SOMETHING CALLED @THE -AGREB CULTURE @THE !SIAN WAY OF DOING 
THINGS OR @A TYPICAL LESBIAN FAMILY )N PRACTICE THIS MEANS THAT SPECIAL YET STEREOTYPICAL 
EVENTS OR DISPLAYS ARE SET UP FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES SUCH AS A FESTIVAL CELEBRATING )RAQI 
NEW YEAR WITH TRADITIONAL CLOTHES AND FOOD	 3UCH ACTIVITIES RISK BEING BOTH PATRONISING 
AND STIGMATISING IN THAT THEY OVERLOOK THE COMPLEXITIES OF CHILDRENS PERSONAL HISTORIES 
AND FAMILY CULTURES AND IGNORE SOCIOECONOMIC AND OTHER DIFFERENCES 
!N IMPORTANT WAY TO AVOID THESE PITFALLS IS TO BUILD REAL AND SYMBOLIC BRIDGES BETWEEN 
THE PUBLIC CULTURE OF THE EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTRE AND THE PRIVATE CULTURES OF FAMILIES BY 
NEGOTIATING ALL PRACTICES WITH THE FAMILIES INVOLVED 
-ICHEL 6ANDENBROECK 3ENIOR 2ESEARCHER $EPARTMENT OF 3OCIAL 7ELFARE 3TUDIES  
5NIVERSITY OF 'HENT "ELGIUM
s  #OLOURBLINDNESS DENIES DIFFERENCES AND GIVES PARENTS AND CHILDREN THE MESSAGE THAT THEY 
NEED TO @ADAPT TO THE DOMINANT CULTURE
s  4OKENISM OVERSIMPLIlES CULTURAL DIFFERENCES AND PERPETUATES STEREOTYPED IMAGES OF FAMILY 
LIFE AND CHILDCARE
s  7ORKING CLOSELY WITH FAMILIES ENABLES PROGRAMME STAFF TO REmECT EACH CHILDS HOME 
EXPERIENCES WITHIN EARLY CHILDHOOD SETTINGS
"EYOND COLOURBLINDNESS AND 
TOKENISM
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%ARLY CHILDCARE CENTRES CAN SERVE AS A BRIDGE BETWEEN 
TRADITIONAL CHILD REARING AND NEW CULTURAL CONTEXTS
4HE 6ORMINGSCENTRUM VOOR DE "EGELEIDING VAN HET *ONGE +IND 6"*+	 2ESOURCE AND 
4RAINING #ENTRE FOR %ARLY #HILDHOOD %DUCATION	 SET UP A PROJECT IN "RUSSELS FOR NEWLY 
ARRIVING IMMIGRANTS WITH YOUNG CHILDREN "ECAUSE OF A PERSISTENT SHORTAGE OF FUNDED 
CHILDCARE PLACES THESE FAMILIES HAVE TRADITIONALLY HAD LITTLE ACCESS TO GOODQUALITY 
CHILDCARE PROVISION 4HEY ALSO HAVE ONLY VERY LIMITED INFORMAL SUPPORT NETWORKS IF 
ANY #ONSEQUENTLY IMMIGRANT MOTHERS HAVE FEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR ACCESSING TRAINING 
LANGUAGE COURSES OR EMPLOYMENT 
4HE PROJECT INCLUDED FOUR COMPONENTS 
s  CHILDCARE PROVISION TO FACILITATE ACCESS TO EDUCATION TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT
s  A POSITIVE RECRUITMENT STRATEGY FOR ETHNIC MINORITIES INCLUDING QUALIFYING TRAINING SO 
THAT THE CULTURAL BALANCE AMONG STAFF WOULD BETTER REmECT THE POPULATION OF "RUSSELS
s  INTENSIVE INSERVICE TRAINING WITHIN CHILDCARE CENTRES ON ISSUES OF RESPECT FOR DIVERSITY
s  AN ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH STUDY WHICH EXPLORED IMMIGRANT MOTHERS VIEWS OF 
CHILDCARE AND THEIR CONCEPTIONS OF @THE GOOD LIFE FOR THEIR CHILDREN
4HE CHILDCARE CENTRES ADAPTED THEIR INTAKE PROCEDURES IN ORDER TO LEARN FROM THE MOTHERS 
ABOUT CARING FOR THEIR CHILDREN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THEIR FAMILY CULTURES THEIR VALUES 
AND BELIEFS AND MOST OF ALL THEIR MOTHERING BEHAVIOUR 4HE RESEARCH STUDY FOUND THAT 
MANY MOTHERS COMMUNICATED REGULARLY BY TELEPHONE OR EMAIL WITH IMPORTANT REFERENCE 
PEOPLE IN THEIR HOMELAND FOR EXAMPLE A SISTER FRIEND OR GRANDMOTHER	 +NOWING THAT 
THE CHILDCARE CENTRE WAS GENUINELY INTERESTED IN THEIR WISHES AND CONCERNS MOTHERS 
FELT ABLE TO SHARE THESE EXPERIENCES IN WAYS THAT SERVED AS A BRIDGE BETWEEN THE VALUES 
OF THE CENTRE AND THOSE OF THEIR HOMELAND 4HE SPACE AND TIME OFFERED BY THE PROJECT 
ENABLED THEM TO SHAPE A NEW MULTIPLE OR HYBRID IDENTITY A PERSONAL MIX OF CHERISHED 
TRADITIONS FROM THE PAST AND CHOICES FOR THE FUTURE IN THE NEW COUNTRY 4HE CHILDCARE STAFF 
REPORTED THAT THESE ELABORATED INTAKE PROCEDURES AND REGULAR DISCUSSIONS WITH MOTHERS 
WERE USEFUL NOT ONLY FOR NEWLY ARRIVING IMMIGRANTS BUT FOR ALL PARENTS 4HEY HAVE NOW 
BECOME GENERAL POLICY 6"*+ ONLINE	 
-ICHEL 6ANDENBROECK 3ENIOR 2ESEARCHER $EPARTMENT OF 3OCIAL 7ELFARE 3TUDIES  
5NIVERSITY OF 'HENT "ELGIUM
s  #HILDCARE CENTRES CAN ADAPT THEIR PRACTICES TO TAKE A GENUINE INTEREST IN PARENTS WISHES 
AND CONCERNS
s  3UPPORT FOR IMMIGRANT MOTHERS CHANGING IDENTITY PROVIDES A SAFEGUARD FOR THE THEIR 
YOUNG CHILDRENS DEVELOPING IDENTITY
s  (IGHQUALITY SERVICES FOR IMMIGRANT FAMILIES MAY REPRESENT THE @BEST PRACTICE FOR ALL 
FAMILIES INCLUDING THE MOST DISADVANTAGED
!N INNOVATIVE PROGRAMME  
IN "ELGIUM
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ø ø ø
ø  (OW FAR DO POLICIES FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD BUILD ON A FUNDAMENTAL 
RESPECT FOR THE FAMILY STRUCTURES AND CULTURES ON WHICH CHILDRENS 
SECURE IDENTITIES ARE FOUNDED
ø  7HAT RANGE OF FAMILY SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE AND WHAT ROLE DO THEY 
PLAY IN SUPPORTING PARENTS ESPECIALLY THE MOST DISADVANTAGED
ø  )S EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND CARE PROVISION ACCESSIBLE  
AFFORDABLE AND ATTRACTIVE TO ALL PARENTS INCLUDING THOSE MOST AT RISK 
OF SOCIAL EXCLUSION 
ø  $OES THE DIVERSITY OF PROGRAMME STAFF REmECT THE CULTURAL ETHNIC 
GENDER	 DIVERSITY OF THE POPULATIONS ADDRESSED
ø  7HAT SUPPORT IS ORGANISED FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD PROFESSIONALS TO TAKE 
INTO ACCOUNT DIVERSITY AND SOCIAL INCLUSION
ø  !RE INTAKE PROCEDURES SUFlCIENTLY SENSITIVE TO ENABLE BOTH PROFESSIONALS 
AND PARENTS TO LEARN FROM EACH OTHER IN A RECIPROCAL WAY
ø  (OW DO EARLY CHILDHOOD PROVISIONS BOTH SUPPORT MINORITY CHILDREN  
IN ACQUIRING THE DOMINANT LANGUAGE AND NURTURE THEIR MULTIPLE 
HOME LANGUAGES
ø  7HERE CAN PARENTS FROM DIVERSE BACKGROUNDS SHARE THEIR BELIEFS 
AND CONCERNS ABOUT THE EDUCATION OF THEIR CHILDREN ACROSS 
SOCIOECONOMIC ETHNIC CULTURAL OR GENDER BORDERS
0/,)#9 15%34)/.3
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$EVELOPING FRIENDSHIPS OFFER CHILDREN NEW OPPORTUNITIES TO EXPLORE 
AND MODIFY THEIR IDENTITY
&RIENDSHIPS SUPPORT CHILDREN AS THEY UNDERTAKE A RANGE OF 
TRANSITIONS AND CHANGES IN THEIR IDENTITY ROLE AND STATUS 4HEY 
HELP TO PROMOTE POSITIVE FEELINGS IN SITUATIONS WHERE CHILDREN FEEL 
VULNERABLE
4HE DISCOVERY OF PEER CULTURES SUPPORTS CHILDRENS ACQUISITION OF A 
NOTION OF @CHILD IDENTITY WHICH MAY BE UNDERSTOOD IN RELATION TO 
OR IN OPPOSITION TO @ADULT IDENTITY
0EER CULTURES OFFER OPPORTUNITIES FOR CHILDREN TO DEVELOP BOTH 
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON THEMSELVES AND ON OTHERS 
WHO ARE LIKE OR UNLIKE THEM 4HROUGH PLAY WITH PEERS CHILDREN CAN 
EXPLORE THE @BIG ISSUES OF THE LIFE COURSE
)N A COMPLEX WORLD IT IS IMPORTANT FOR CHILDREN TO ACQUIRE THE 
RESILIENCE WHICH WILL SUSTAIN THEM THROUGH DIFlCULT AND CHALLENGING 
CIRCUMSTANCES
Identities, friendships and 
peer culturesIII.
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%ARLY FRIENDSHIPS ADD NEW DIMENSIONS TO CHILDRENS 
SENSE OF WHO THEY ARE AND WHERE THEY BELONG
#HILDRENS EXPERIENCE OF BOTH HAVING AND BEING FRIENDS PLAYS A CRITICAL PART IN 
THEIR ACQUISITION OF SOCIAL IDENTITY AND SELFHOOD
*AMES  P 	
#HILDRENS SCOPE FOR MAKING FRIENDS THE NUMBERS CHARACTER AND INTIMACY OF THEIR 
FRIENDSHIPS AND THE EXTENT TO WHICH THEY ARE ABLE TO DECIDE WHO ARE THEIR FRIENDS 
VARY GREATLY )N 7ESTERN SOCIETIES FRIENDSHIPS BECOME IMPORTANT AS CHILDREN MAKE 
PROGRESSIVE TRANSITIONS FROM THE MORE OR LESS CLOSED WORLD OF THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILY 
INTO THE EXTENDED FAMILY AND COMMUNITY OFTEN INTO GROUP CARE SETTINGS AND THEN INTO 
SCHOOL 7HILE INTERACTIONS WITH FAMILY MEMBERS REMAIN SIGNIlCANT THOSE WITH FRIENDS 
AND PEERS OFFER NEW POSSIBILITIES FOR SELFCATEGORISATION AND IDENTIlCATION #HILDREN WHO 
HAVE INTERACTED FREELY IN THE COMMUNITY WITH SIBLINGS AND OTHERS OF DIFFERENT AGES OF THE 
OPPOSITE SEX OR OF DIFFERENT ETHNIC GROUPS MAY LEARN TO SELECT PLAYMATES FROM CHILDREN 
OF THE SAME AGE SEX AND CULTURE WHEN THEY lND THEMSELVES IN PRESCHOOL CENTRES OR 
SETTINGS 0EER RELATIONS ARE NOT ALWAYS POSITIVE IN THEIR IMPACT ON CHILDRENS SENSE OF SELF 
BUT SUCCESSFUL FRIENDSHIPS CAN ENHANCE SELFESTEEM AND LAY THE FOUNDATIONS FOR FUTURE 
ENCOUNTERS WITH OTHERS &RIENDSHIP IS MOST SUCCESSFUL WHEN IT IS MUTUALLY CONCEIVED AND 
CREATED AND RECIPROCATED $UNN 	
%VEN VERY YOUNG CHILDREN SEEK TO DEVELOP INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS AND AFlLIATIONS WITH 
EACH OTHER AND WITH MEMBERS OF THEIR PEER GROUP ,AURSEN AND (ARTUP 	 9OUNG 
CHILDREN VALUE THE SAME FRIENDSHIP DIMENSIONS OF INTIMACY SUPPORT TRUST AND MUTUALITY 
AS DO OLDER CHILDREN AND ADULTS $UNN  *AMES 	 &RIENDSHIPS ARE COMPLEX 
TO BUILD AND MAINTAIN 3HARED PRETEND PLAY IS AN IMPORTANT RESOURCE FOR DEVELOPING 
THE EMOTIONAL AND MORAL QUALITIES OF FRIENDSHIP $UNN 	 AND ALLOWS CHILDREN TO 
EXPERIMENT WITH A RANGE OF SOCIAL ROLES AND IDENTITIES !S CHILDREN PARTICIPATE IN ROLE
PLAY THEY ACQUIRE A SENSE OF THEMSELVES AS FUTURE ADULTS AND FUTURE CITIZENS AS WELL AS 
EXPERIENCING AN ENHANCED SENSE OF THEIR IDENTITY AS CHILDREN !N ADDITIONAL RESOURCE FOR 
BILINGUAL CHILDREN IS THE SWITCHING BETWEEN LANGUAGES AS A WAY OF MANAGING THEIR PLAY 
NEGOTIATIONS #ROMDAL 	 
3USAN $ANBY 0ROFESSOR OF %ARLY #HILDHOOD &ACULTY OF %DUCATION 1UEENSLAND 5NIVERSITY  
OF 4ECHNOLOGY !USTRALIA
s  #HILDRENS lRST EXPERIENCE IN OUTOFHOME SETTINGS PROVIDES THEM WITH OPPORTUNITIES TO 
DEVELOP NEW ASPECTS OF THEIR IDENTITY IN PARTICULAR THROUGH FORMING FRIENDSHIPS
s  &RIENDSHIPS ARE IMPORTANT FOR CHILDREN EVEN VERY YOUNG CHILDREN AND ADULTS  
&RIENDS HELP EACH OTHER UNDERSTAND THE WORLD IN WHICH THEY LIVE
s  &RIENDSHIPS MAY LEAD TO NEW SELFCATEGORISATIONS INCLUDING A STRONGER SENSE OF THE SELF AS 
A CHILD OF A PARTICULAR SEX ETHNICITY AND AGE
4HE IMPORTANCE OF FRIENDS
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(AVING FRIENDS IS AN IMPORTANT RESOURCE FOR  
DEVELOPING IDENTITIES
%STABLISHING AND SUSTAINING FRIENDS OVER A LIFETIME IS ESSENTIAL FOR INDIVIDUAL WELLBEING 
AND FOR EMOTIONAL AND SOCIAL SUPPORT OVER THE LIFE TRAJECTORY #RITICAL TIMES CAN INCLUDE 
TRANSITIONS IN SCHOOL CONTEXTS MAJOR FAMILY UPHEAVAL AND PERSONAL LIFE CRISES 
&RIENDSHIPS ARE IMPORTANT FOR CHILDREN BECAUSE FRIENDS HELP EACH OTHER UNDERSTAND THE 
WORLD IN WHICH THEY LIVE )T IS KNOWN THAT THE QUALITY OF CHILDRENS FRIENDSHIPS AFFECTS THEIR 
DEVELOPMENT OF A SENSE OF PERSONAL AND SOCIAL IDENTITY BUT MORE RESEARCH IS REQUIRED TO 
UNDERSTAND HOW FRIENDSHIP PATTERNS AND RELATIONSHIPS ARE CONNECTED TO CHILDRENS MORAL 
SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT $UNN 	
#HILDREN WITH FRIENDS EVEN ONE FRIEND HAVE BETTER SOCIAL SKILLS AND FEWER ADJUSTMENT 
PROBLEMS &RIENDS PROVIDE SOCIAL SUPPORT AND CAN PROTECT AGAINST THE DIFlCULTIES OF 
STARTING SCHOOL THE BIRTH OF A SIBLING FAMILY CONmICT AND DIFFERENT FAMILY SETTINGS SUCH 
AS STEPFAMILIES	 BEHAVIOUR TROUBLES VICTIMISATION AND BULLYING $UNN  $UNN ET AL 
	 #HILDREN STARTING SCHOOL SEEM TO LIKE SCHOOL BETTER AND ADJUST BETTER IF THEY HAVE 
FORMED FRIENDSHIPS ,ADD 	
)T IS NOT CLEAR YET WHETHER CHILDRENS EARLY FRIENDSHIPS CAN POSITIVELY AFFECT ADULT 
ADJUSTMENT ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS AND LIFE FULlLMENT "AGWELL ET AL 	 &URTHER 
LONGITUDINAL STUDIES ARE REQUIRED THAT EXAMINE THE VALUE OF EARLY FRIENDSHIPS IN 
PROTECTING AGAINST LATER SOCIAL ISOLATION AND WITHDRAWAL )T MAY BE THAT THE COLLECTIVE 
EXPERIENCES OF FRIENDSHIP ARE AS IMPORTANT AS ANY PARTICULAR RELATIONSHIP $UNN 	 
#HILDRENS FRIENDSHIPS HAVE TYPICALLY BEEN DESCRIBED BASED ON INTERVIEWS AND VERY 
LITTLE RESEARCH HAS BEEN UNDERTAKEN INTO HOW CHILDREN ACTUALLY MANAGE THEIR EVERYDAY 
FRIENDSHIPS AND SOCIAL INTERACTIONS &URTHER LONGITUDINAL RESEARCH IS ALSO REQUIRED TO 
EXAMINE THE ROLE OF FRIENDSHIPS AND THEIR IMPACT ON THE LIFE TRAJECTORY AS CHILDREN MOVE 
FROM CHILDHOOD TO ADULTHOOD 
3USAN $ANBY 0ROFESSOR OF %ARLY #HILDHOOD &ACULTY OF %DUCATION 1UEENSLAND 5NIVERSITY  
OF 4ECHNOLOGY !USTRALIA
s  &RIENDSHIPS ARE ANOTHER IMPORTANT COMPONENT OF CHILDRENS DEVELOPING IDENTITIES AS THEY 
MOVE OUT OF FAMILY CARE AND INTO GROUP CARE SETTINGS
s  &RIENDSHIPS SUSTAIN WELLBEING THROUGH PERIODS OF ADVERSITY OR TRANSITION 
s  (AVING FRIENDS AND BEING LIKED BY OTHER CHILDREN SUSTAINS CHILDRENS SENSE OF SELF ESPECIALLY 
DURING VULNERABLE TIMES
4HE VALUE OF FRIENDS
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0EER CULTURES ALLOW CHILDREN TO TASTE INDEPENDENCE  
FROM THE WORLD OF ADULTS
&RIENDSHIPS ARE OFTEN FORMED AND SUSTAINED IN SOCIAL INTERACTIONS WITHIN PEER GROUPS 
ESPECIALLY IN SOCIETIES WHERE CHILDRENS ACTIVITIES ARE LARGELY SEGREGATED FROM THOSE OF 
ADULTS AND OLDER CHILDREN 3AMEAGE PEERS BECOME CHILDRENS DAILY COMPANIONS IN 
PRESCHOOL CLASSROOMS AND EVEN MORE SO IN AGEGRADE SCHOOLING SYSTEMS 
0EER CULTURE MOSTLY MEANS YOUNG CHILDREN DOING THINGS TOGETHER )N THE PROCESS THEY 
CREATE @A STABLE SET OF ACTIVITIES OR ROUTINES ARTEFACTS VALUES AND CONCERNS THAT CHILDREN 
PRODUCE AND SHARE IN INTERACTION WITH PEERS #ORSARO AND -OLINARI  P 	
0EER GROUPS ARE OFTEN MARKED WITH FEATURES OF POPULAR CULTURE FAMILIAR RITUALS AND 
REPEATED PLAY ROUTINES WHICH PROVIDE RESOURCES FOR THE CHILDRENS INTERACTIONS 4HESE 
INTERACTIONS MAY BE REGULATED BY ENTRY AND ACCESS NEGOTIATIONS WITHIN THE PLAY GROUP 
FREQUENTLY LINKED TO AGE GENDER USE OF THE PLAY RULES AND OWNERSHIP OF THE PLAY 
MATERIALS #ROMDAL  $ANBY AND "AKER   'OODWIN  *AMES 	 
0EER CULTURE IS ALSO IMPORTANT FOR EXPLORING AND CHALLENGING THE RULES AND AUTHORITY OF THE 
ADULT CULTURE #ORSARO AND %DER 	 SO THAT CHILDRENS SENSE OF THEMSELVES AS CHILDREN 
BECOMES A DISTINCTIVE CATEGORY #ONTRARY TO POPULAR BELIEF CHILDREN DO NOT MIMIC OR 
PASSIVELY ACCEPT THE ADULT WORLD 
4HE PRODUCTION OF PEER CULTURE IS A MATTER NEITHER OF SIMPLE INTERPRETATION 
NOR OF DIRECT APPROPRIATION OF THE ADULT WORLD #HILDREN CREATIVELY APPROPRIATE 
INFORMATION FROM THE ADULT WORLD TO PRODUCE THEIR OWN UNIQUE PEER CULTURES  
4HUS CHILDRENS PEER CULTURES HAVE AN AUTONOMY
#ORSARO AND %DER  P 	
)N PEER CULTURES CHILDREN MAY SHAPE AND DISPLAY A RANGE OF SOCIAL IDENTITIES RELATED TO 
THEIR GENDER ETHNICITY ETC #ONNOLLY  +YRATZIS 	 7HILE IT IS OFTEN SUGGESTED 
THAT BOYS ARE MORE LIKELY TO EMPHASISE HIERARCHY AND CONFRONTATION AND GIRLS MORE LIKELY 
TO EMPHASISE INTIMACY AND SOCIAL EXCLUSION ,ADD 	 THIS FOCUS CAN IGNORE THE 
COMPLEXITY AND DIVERSITY OF CHILDRENS SOCIAL IDENTITIES IN SOCIAL CONTEXTS
'ENDER TAKES SHAPE IN COMPLEX INTERACTION WITH OTHER SOCIAL DIVISIONS AND 
GROUNDS OF INEQUALITY SUCH AS AGE CLASS RACE AND ETHNICITY AND RELIGION
4HORNE  P 	 
3USAN $ANBY 0ROFESSOR OF %ARLY #HILDHOOD &ACULTY OF %DUCATION 1UEENSLAND 5NIVERSITY  
OF 4ECHNOLOGY !USTRALIA
s  4HROUGH SOCIAL PLAY AND TALK WITH PEERS YOUNG CHILDREN LEARN NEW VALUES AND BEHAVIOURS
s  %NTERING PEER CULTURE OFFERS CHILDREN A CLEAR SENSE OF COLLECTIVE IDENTITY WHICH IS DISTINCT 
FROM THAT OF ADULTS
&RIENDSHIPS WITHIN PEER CULTURES
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$EVELOPING POSITIVE IDENTITY CAN INVOLVE NEGATIVE 
ATTITUDES TOWARDS OTHERS
7HILE SOCIAL IDENTITIES CAN HAVE POSITIVE EFFECTS FOR SOME CHILDREN IT IS IMPORTANT TO 
RECOGNISE THAT THEY CAN ALSO HAVE NEGATIVE EFFECTS FOR OTHERS 3OCIAL IDENTITIES ARE USUALLY 
NOT DEVELOPED IN ISOLATION BUT TEND TO BE CONSTRUCTED BY REFERENCE TO OTHERS #HILDREN 
WILL THEREFORE DElNE THEMSELVES NOT ONLY BY REFERENCE TO THE THINGS THEY SHARE IN 
COMMON WITH OTHERS IN THEIR OWN GROUP BUT ALSO BY EMPHASISING HOW THEY ARE DIFFERENT 
FROM THOSE OUTSIDE THEIR GROUP
4HIS IS EVIDENT FOR EXAMPLE IN RELATION TO GENDER IDENTITIES "OYS WILL TEND TO DElNE 
THEMSELVES IN TERMS OF HOW DIFFERENT THEY ARE FROM GIRLS AND VICE VERSA 4HUS 
CONSTRUCTIONS OF MASCULINITY HAVE TRADITIONALLY BEEN CHARACTERISED BY TRAITS SUCH AS 
BEING STRONG INDEPENDENT AND DOMINANT WHILE CONSTRUCTIONS OF FEMININITY HAVE BEEN 
CHARACTERISED IN OPPOSITE WAYS SUCH AS BEING WEAK DEPENDENT AND SUBMISSIVE
4HIS TENDENCY TO DElNE ONESELF IN OPPOSITION TO OTHERS CAN ALSO BE SEEN IN RELATION TO 
CHILDRENS RACIAL IDENTITIES 2ESEARCH INTO THE PEER CULTURES OF CHILDREN AGED n YEARS 
IN AN INNERCITY MULTIETHNIC PRIMARY SCHOOL IN %NGLAND FOUND THAT WHITE GIRLS TENDED 
TO DEVELOP A SENSE OF FEMININITY AND ATTRACTIVENESS THROUGH NEGATIVE AND STEREOTYPICAL 
COMPARISONS WITH 3OUTH !SIAN GIRLS 3IMILARLY !FRICAN #ARIBBEAN AND WHITE BOYS TENDED 
TO EMPHASISE THEIR OWN SENSE OF MASCULINITY BY COMPARING THEMSELVES WITH THE 3OUTH 
!SIAN BOYS IN THE SCHOOL WHOM THEY CONSTRUCTED AS WEAK AND EFFEMINATE #ONNOLLY 
 6AN !USDALE AND &EAGIN  ,EWIS 	
7HAT THESE EXAMPLES HAVE IN COMMON IS THE TENDENCY FOR SOME GROUPS OF CHILDREN TO 
DEVELOP A STRONG SOCIAL IDENTITY BY CONTRASTING THEMSELVES WITH AND EXCLUDING OTHERS 
(OWEVER IT IS IMPORTANT TO RECOGNISE THAT THERE ARE DIFFERING MOTIVATIONS BEHIND 
WHY CHILDREN MAY EXCLUDE OTHERS 4HE EXCLUSION OF OTHERS MAY NOT ALWAYS REmECT THE 
EXISTENCE OF NEGATIVE OUTGROUP PREJUDICES AS IN THE EXAMPLES ABOVE BUT MAY SIMPLY 
REmECT THE DEVELOPMENT OF STRONG INGROUP PREFERENCES 4HIS IS EVIDENT AMONG YOUNG 
0ROTESTANT AND #ATHOLIC CHILDREN IN .ORTHERN )RELAND 7HILE THEY DO NOT TEND TO HOLD 
NEGATIVE ATTITUDES TOWARDS EACH OTHER THEY DO SHOW CLEAR PREFERENCES FOR THE CULTURES 
AND TRADITIONS OF THEIR RESPECTIVE COMMUNITIES #ONNOLLY ET AL 	 
0AUL #ONNOLLY 0ROFESSOR OF %DUCATION 3CHOOL OF %DUCATION 1UEENS 5NIVERSITY "ELFAST  
.ORTHERN )RELAND
s  #HILDRENS ALLEGIANCES TO CULTURAL ETHNIC	 IDENTITIES INTERACT WITH THEIR MAINTENANCE OF 
GENDERED IDENTITIES IN COMPLEX WAYS 
s  'ROWING UP IN A DISTINCTIVE ETHNIC COMMUNITY MAY LEAD CHILDREN TO VIEW THOSE OUTSIDE 
THEIR OWN GROUP IN NEGATIVE WAYS AS WELL AS TO FEEL POSITIVE ABOUT THEMSELVES AND  
THOSE LIKE THEM
0OSITIVE IDENTITIES MAY LEAD TO 
NEGATIVE BELIEFS
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#HILDREN PRACTISE AND PERFORM THEIR DEVELOPING IDENTITIES 
IN COLLABORATION WITH OTHER CHILDREN
#HILDRENS COLLABORATIVE WORK  
ON IDENTITY
#HILDREN TRY OUT THEIR THEORIES ABOUT THEIR OWN IDENTITY AND THAT OF THEIR FRIENDS THROUGH 
PLAY AND TALK 4HESE TWO EXAMPLES ARE FROM %NGLAND
4HREE BOYS ATTENDING AN INNERCITY MULTIETHNIC SCHOOL n !MIT 3OUTH !SIAN	 #LIVE AND 
-ARK BOTH 7HITE	 n WERE VERY GOOD FRIENDS AND WERE ALWAYS SEEN PLAYING TOGETHER ON 
THE PLAYGROUND AT BREAK AND LUNCHTIMES 4HEY DISCUSSED THEIR ETHNIC IDENTITIES WITH THE 
RESEARCHER 
 
#LIVE   ) DONT LIKE 0AKIS 
!MIT   9OU DO LIKE 0AKIS STUPID 
#LIVE   .O ) DONT n ) ONLY LIKE YOU 
)NTERVIEWER  9OU LIKE !MIT DONT YOU #LIVE 
#LIVE  9EAH 
)NTERVIEWER  3O YOU SAID YOU DONT LIKE THEM n WHY NOT 
#LIVE   #OS HE AINT A PROPER 0AKI 
 
4HE CONVERSATION DEMONSTRATES BOTH THE ACTIVE ROLE THAT CHILDREN PLAY COLLABORATIVELY IN THE 
CONSTRUCTION OF THEIR IDENTITIES AND THE WAY THEY ARE CAPABLE OF DRAWING AND REDRAWING LINES 
OF INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION
#ONNOLLY  P 	 
4HREE YOUNG GIRLS PLAYING IN A GARDEN IN THE NORTH OF %NGLAND DEVELOPED A ROLEPLAY 
SCENARIO TO TRY OUT THEIR KNOWLEDGE ABOUT BIRTH LOSS AND DEATH 
 
"ETH   /UR MAM HAD DIED  
+ATRINA   9EAH OUR MAM HAD DIED 
#OLLETTE   !ND OUR DAD 
+ATRINA   9EAH NO OUR DAD WENT AWAY FOR A HUNDRED YEARS 
#OLLETTE   9EAH AND WE NEVER SAW HIM AGAIN DID WE 
;4HEY NEXT DECIDE TO PLAY AT BEING TEENAGERS #OLLETTE SPEAKS TO HER BABY= 
#OLLETTE   9OUR DADS GONE AWAY AND YOU WANT HIM 
+ATRINA   4HATS NOT HER DAD ITS HER GRANDDAD 
#OLLETTE   9EAH #AN ) HAVE THIS BABY BORN OUT OF MY TUM 
+ATRINA   9EAH n BUT YOU LOOK AFTER IT  
 
4HE GIRLS PLAY SHOWS AN AWARENESS OF THEIR ROLES AS FEMALES WITH A LIFE COURSE OF EVENTS 
AHEAD OF THEM AS TEENAGERS AND ADULTS
3IREN &ILM  6IDEO  P 	
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2ECOGNISING CHILDRENS MULTIPLE HERITAGE IS THE STARTING 
POINT FOR CELEBRATING ALL ASPECTS OF THEIR IDENTITY
4HE 5. #ONVENTION ON THE 2IGHTS OF THE #HILD 	 BESTOWS @A LEGAL STATUS ON THE RIGHT 
OF ONES OWN IDENTITY ON RESPECT FOR THE BACKGROUND OF EVERY CHILD 6ANDENBROECK 
 P 	 )T GUARANTEES EVERY CHILDS RIGHT TO A HERITAGE 2EGRETTABLY HOWEVER MANY 
CHILDREN AROUND THE WORLD HIDE PARTS OF THEIR IDENTITIES BECAUSE DOMINANT NARRATIVES 
MAKE THEM ASHAMED TO EXPOSE IDENTITIES THAT ARE @DIFFERENT FROM THE ASSUMED NORM
)MMIGRANT AND MULTIRACIAL CHILDREN MAY HAVE FEW OPPORTUNITIES TO CLAIM THEIR IDENTITY )N 
MANY COUNTRIES OFlCIAL TALLIES OF INDIVIDUALS ALLOW FOR ONLY ONE RACIAL OR ETHNIC IDENTITY 
THEREBY DENYING SOME CITIZENS THEIR MULTIPLE HERITAGE #HIONG 	 3INCE HAVING 
A MULTIPLE ETHNIC OR RACIAL HERITAGE MAY PROVE PROBLEMATIC FOR A CHILDS DEVELOPMENT 
(ERRING 	 IT IS IMPORTANT TO SUPPORT IMMIGRANT AND MULTIRACIAL CHILDREN IN 
ACQUIRING A POSITIVE SELFCONCEPT
"AME .SAMENANG $IRECTOR (UMAN $EVELOPMENT 2ESOURCE #ENTRE "AMENDA #AMEROON
)NDIVIDUALS DO NOT BELONG TO ONE CULTURAL GROUP ANY MORE THEY MAY ADHERE TO ONE OR 
MORE LANGUAGE GROUPS TO ONE OR MORE NATIONALITIES AND TO ONE OR MORE FAMILIES %ACH 
OF THESE GROUPS HAS SPECIlC VALUES AND NORMS WHICH ARE SHARED BY THEIR MEMBERS 
%ACH GROUP MAY CONTRIBUTE TO THE INDIVIDUALS CONCEPT OF WHO HE OR SHE IS A CONCEPT 
THAT WILL CHANGE THROUGHOUT THE LIFESPAN	 CONVERSELY EACH INDIVIDUAL WILL ALSO INmUENCE 
THE CULTURE n NORMS VALUES CODES AND SOCIAL ROLES n OF THE GROUP 4ODAY BELONGING TO 
ONE REFERENCE GROUP SUCH AS A NATIONALITY NO LONGER AUTOMATICALLY ENTAILS BELONGING TO 
ANOTHER RELATED REFERENCE GROUP SUCH AS A LANGUAGE OR RELIGION
4HOSE REFERENCE GROUPS THAT SHAPE CULTURAL IDENTITIES ARE TO A LARGE EXTENT CHOSEN AND 
IMPORTANT DECISIONS IN LIFE TO MARRY OR STAY MARRIED TO HAVE CHILDREN TO VOTE FOR A 
PARTICULAR PARTY IN ELECTIONS	 ARE MUCH LESS MOULDED BY TRADITION THAN BY CHOICE AT 
LEAST IN OUR PERCEPTIONS	 )N THE ERA OF GLOBALISATION MANY AUTHORS CHOOSE NOT TO TALK 
ABOUT CULTURAL IDENTITY ANYMORE BUT USE PLURAL TERMS SUCH AS MULTIPLE IDENTITIES HYBRID 
IDENTITIES HYPHENATED IDENTITIES OR THE POLYGAMY OF BELONGINGS 4HIS IS TRUE NOT ONLY 
FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH A FAMILY HISTORY OF MIGRATION BUT FOR ALL INDIVIDUALS SINCE THE SOCIETY 
OUR PARENTS HAD IN MIND WHEN WE WERE CHILDREN BEARS NO RESEMBLANCE TO THE SOCIETY IN 
WHICH WE LIVE AS ADULTS
-ICHEL 6ANDENBROECK 3ENIOR 2ESEARCHER $EPARTMENT OF 3OCIAL 7ELFARE 3TUDIES  
5NIVERSITY OF 'HENT "ELGIUM
s  4HE DOMINANCE OF PARTICULAR CULTURAL EXPECTATIONS CAN MAKE IT DIFlCULT FOR CHILDREN TO 
CLAIM THEIR IDENTITY
s  4HE IDEA OF A SINGLE CULTURAL IDENTITY IS INCREASINGLY CHALLENGED BY GLOBALISATION MIGRATION 
AND RAPID CHANGE
0OSITIVE IDENTITIES IN A CHANGING 
WORLD
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%ARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMMES CAN HELP CHILDREN TO 
ACQUIRE AND MAINTAIN RESILIENCE
4HE QUALITY OF RESILIENCE CAN BE IDENTIlED EVEN IN YOUNG AND VULNERABLE CHILDREN )T IS 
MOST COMMONLY DElNED AS @NORMAL DEVELOPMENT UNDER DIFlCULT CIRCUMSTANCES AFTER 
&ONAGY ET AL  P 	 +ROVETZ 	 HAS IDENTIlED FOUR STRANDS TO THIS ATTRIBUTE 
SOCIAL COMPETENCE PROBLEMSOLVING SKILLS AUTONOMY AND A SENSE OF PURPOSE !LL THESE 
QUALITIES MAY BE INCULCATED IN YOUNG CHILDREN THROUGH SKILFUL AND SENSITIVE CAREGIVING 
!LL ARE NEEDED FOR CHILDREN TO FEEL CONlDENT IN FACING FUTURE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT THREATEN 
THEIR IDENTITY AND WELLBEING
)T IS UNLIKELY THAT CHILDREN WILL DEVELOP THESE QUALITIES WITHOUT SUPPORT 4HE TASK 
FOR PARENTS AND ADULTS WORKING WITH YOUNG CHILDREN IS TO PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
PARTICULAR ASPECTS OF THEIR RESILIENCE TO BE STRENGTHENED &OR MANY CHILDREN A SECURE 
ENVIRONMENT AND A SENSE OF BELONGING ARE SUFlCIENT TO ENABLE THEM TO FACE NEW 
CHALLENGES 0ROGRAMMES WHICH EMPHASISE GROUP n RATHER THAN INDIVIDUAL n ACTIVITIES AND 
ACHIEVEMENTS AND WHICH ADVOCATE THE IMPORTANCE OF EFFORT IN RESOLVING DIFlCULTIES HELP 
CHILDREN TO DEVELOP ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF STRENGTH
2ESILIENT CHILDREN ARE ABLE TO MOVE INTO NEW PHASES OF THEIR LIVES INCLUDING INTO MORE 
FORMAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS WITHOUT FEELING DISHEARTENED OR DISCOURAGED 4HEIR SELF
BELIEF ASSURES THEM THAT THERE IS USUALLY A SOLUTION TO PROBLEMS AND THAT THEIR OWN 
EFFORTS ARE USUALLY REWARDED BY SUCCESS 3UCH BELIEFS ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE IDENTIlED BY 
$WECK AND ,EGGETT 	 AS @MASTERY DISPOSITIONS SEEN IN CHILDREN WHO TAKE RISKS AND 
EMBRACE NEW EXPERIENCES WITHOUT FEAR OF FAILURE !T THE OTHER EXTREME ARE CHILDREN WITH 
@HELPLESS DISPOSITIONS WHO ARE PESSIMISTIC ABOUT THEIR OWN ABILITIES TO PRODUCE POSITIVE 
OUTCOMES AND LACK THE COURAGE TO KEEP ON TRYING 
2ESILIENCE IS LINKED WITH TWO OTHER ATTRIBUTES ACQUIRED BY CHILDREN IN WELLRUN 
PROGRAMMES RECIPROCITY A COLLABORATIVE SPIRIT WHICH VALUES SHARED ACTIVITIES AND THE 
CONTRIBUTIONS OF PEERS AND RESOURCEFULNESS THE ABILITY TO IDENTIFY THE MOST IMPORTANT 
RESOURCES INCLUDING HUMAN RESOURCES	 FOR RESOLVING ANY DIFlCULTY LARGE OR SMALL IN ANY 
ENVIRONMENT "ROOKER 	 
%ARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMMES WHICH FOSTER SUCH ATTRIBUTES CAN EQUIP CHILDREN WITH THE TOOLS 
THEY WILL NEED TO SUSTAIN THEIR SENSE OF POSITIVE IDENTITIES n IN THE PRESENT AND IN THE FUTURE 
,IZ "ROOKER 3ENIOR ,ECTURER IN %ARLY #HILDHOOD )NSTITUTE OF %DUCATION 5NIVERSITY OF ,ONDON 
5NITED +INGDOM
s  %NCOURAGING RESILIENCE IN YOUNG CHILDREN CAN CONTRIBUTE TO THEIR DEVELOPING POSITIVE 
IDENTITIES
s  2ESILIENT CHILDREN ARE BETTER ABLE TO CONFRONT THE CHALLENGES OF RECONCILING THE COMPLEXITIES 
OF MOVING BETWEEN DIFFERENT SETTINGS CULTURES AND IDENTITIES 
!CHIEVING A RESILIENT IDENTITY
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ø ø ø
ø  (OW FAR IS THE SIGNIlCANCE OF CHILDRENS FRIENDS AND THEIR PEER GROUP 
RECOGNISED IN EARLY CHILDHOOD POLICIES AND PRACTICES
ø  !RE OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE TO CHILDREN TO DEVELOP THEIR OWN SENSE OF 
SHARED IDENTITY WITHOUT UNDUE INTERFERENCE FROM ADULTS
ø  (OW CAN CHILDREN BE ENCOURAGED TO FEEL POSITIVE ABOUT THEIR OWN 
IDENTITY WHILE DISCOURAGING NEGATIVE BELIEFS ABOUT OTHERS OF DIFFERENT 
GENDER ETHNICITY RELIGION ETC
ø  7HAT ROLE CAN EARLY CHILDHOOD SERVICES PLAY IN PROMOTING INCLUSIVE 
ATTITUDES AMONG YOUNG CHILDREN TOWARDS EACH OTHER AS WELL AS THEIR 
FAMILIES
ø  7HAT STRATEGIES ENSURE THAT INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN HAVE THE RESILIENCE 
TO RETAIN A POSITIVE SENSE OF THEMSELVES DESPITE THE MANY CHALLENGES 
THEY MAY FACE
ø  (OW ARE DIVERSE LOCAL COMMUNITIES INVOLVED IN SHAPING EARLY 
CHILDHOOD POLICIES ON ISSUES SURROUNDING THE PROMOTION OF SOCIAL 
INCLUSION AND POSITIVE IDENTITIES
0/,)#9 15%34)/.3
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